4mCPred: machine learning methods for DNA N4-methylcytosine sites prediction.
N4-methylcytosine (4mC), an important epigenetic modification formed by the action of specific methyltransferases, plays an essential role in DNA repair, expression and replication. The accurate identification of 4mC sites aids in-depth research to biological functions and mechanisms. Because, experimental identification of 4mC sites is time-consuming and costly, especially given the rapid accumulation of gene sequences. Supplementation with efficient computational methods is urgently needed. In this study, we developed a new tool, 4mCPred, for predicting 4mC sites in Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, Arabidopsis thaliana, Escherichia coli, Geoalkalibacter subterraneus and Geobacter pickeringii. 4mCPred consists of two independent models, 4mCPred_I and 4mCPred_II, for each species. The predictive results of independent and cross-species tests demonstrated that the performance of 4mCPred_I is a useful tool. To identify position-specific trinucleotide propensity (PSTNP) and electron-ion interaction potential features, we used the F-score method to construct predictive models and to compare their PSTNP features. Compared with other existing predictors, 4mCPred achieved much higher accuracies in rigorous jackknife and independent tests. We also analyzed the importance of different features in detail. The web-server 4mCPred is accessible at http://server.malab.cn/4mCPred/index.jsp. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.